Family and travel films from the H. Thiessen Pickle Company Collection:

1. Woman with baby girl; family shots; older woman with baby; family piling out of car; baby crawling and being fed;
2. “Summer 1960”; Mother and baby outside on blanket; mother bathing baby in sink; mother and father play with baby in garden;
3. “Family eating Thanksgiving dinner together 1960”; baby in high chair; baby in adults’ laps; baby crawling; several children in high chairs;
4. “Baby Anne at Christmas 1960 with toys”; woman and baby at piano; baby running around naked; Baby Anne with Easter basket in party dress 1961; Baby Anne standing on head;
5. “Anne’s 2nd Birthday 1961”; Anne opening birthday gifts; footage of parents with newborn infant; Anne playing with newborn baby Jay;
6. “Christmas 1961, Anne on tricycle, Baby Jay at one week old”; Baby Jay being fed; Anne eating from bowl at high table; Anne and Jay playing together on the floor;
7. “Dec. 1962 Anne and Jay’s Birthdays”; Older man pretending to aim gun; Jay crawling; Anne plays with Jack-in-the-Box; Anne and Jay taking a bath; Jay with birthday cake in high chair; Jay climbs up to table of presents;
8. “Jan-May 1963 Anne and Jay in Snow”; Anne and Jay on swing set; Anne and Jay outside on a picnic; Man aiming shotgun; Anne on tricycle; Jay walking; Anne and Jay on sidewalk;
9. “December 1963”; Jay playing on the floor; Anne and Jay playing in pajamas; Anne and Jay running toward camera;
10. “December 1964 Craig leaving Grand Island”; Anne and Jay on swing set; Anne on bicycle and Jay on tricycle; Anne and Jay playing with sleds; Snow man looks like it could maybe be a bear;
11. “After February 1965 blizzard”; kids playing in snow; Anne with tricycle and wagon; Children dressed as cowboys in red hats; Easter egg hunt; “Luxenberger picnic”
12. “Fall 1965, Anne 6 years birthday”; Anne and Jay together laughing; Cat; children playing with walking doll; parents together;
13. “Christmas in Arizona 1965”; Anne and Jay in front of decorated Christmas tree, then playing in big orange arm chair; Jay opens “Magnetic Service Station and Car Wash” toy; family opening gifts; woman opens gift and hugs other woman smiling; Santa holding Anne; family dinner;
14. “Jan-March 1966”; Anne and Jay play with Duff (the cat); Anne reads a book in bed; Jay and older man (Grandfather?) play with toy (possibly service station toy received at Christmas in film #13); cat plays with toy cars on racetrack; Anne at piano; Jay at piano; Man lighting candles for dinner table; Woman’s (Bernice’s) birthday; cake with lit candles; Bernice blows them out;
15. May 1966; Anne, Jay, and woman play checkers; Jay wearing brown suit jacket with red bow tie; Anne and others at piano; Halloween costumes: Jay as Popeye the Sailor, and Anne as a skeleton;
16. “1966 Jay’s 5th birthday”; Jay opens his gifts; Christmas 1966; Children open presents in front of tree; Jay plays with fire truck; birthday party;
17. “Sept-Dec 1967”; family outside; Jay on bicycle; children playing with rabbits;
18. “Nov. 1968”; family shots; Birthday cakes for Anne and Jay; Christmas 1968; gift opening; another birthday cake;
19. 1969; children on horses receiving riding lessons; Anne on trampoline; Jay on trampoline; women waving and sitting in lawn chairs; Fishing in Ohio; shots of horse drawn carriages;
20. “1969 Anne (10) and Jay (8) birthdays”; opening gifts; Anne and Jay in front of the Christmas tree; Jay in football player’s uniform;
21. “1970 Baby Aaron”; shots of newborn boy; 1971, baby Aaron walking to Anne and Jay; Christmas; children opening presents;
22. “1972 Cutting Keith’s goatee, Painting, Christmas”; Jay and Aaron playing together; Aaron wearing toy Husker football helmet;
23. “Colorado 1973”; Jay playing with rocks; person playing with cat; Aaron and woman playing 1974; Anne on bike; Jay in go-kart; person with tomatoes in garden.